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Abstract-In previous work, we developed a methodfnr nr';vP ~"J"clio .. of oxcrnplar.s called 6.13D. a/ven aflxed set 
oJ exemplars, this method selects a concise subset for training, such that fitting the selected exemplars results in the 
entire set being fit as well as desired. Our implementation of l:!.ISB incorporates a method for regulating network 
complexity, automatically adding exemplars and hidden units as needed. 

In this paper, we compare l:!.ISB to three other exemplar selection techniques on three time series prediction 
problems, the Mackey-Glass time series of dimension 2.1 and 3.5, and the Rossler map. 

While both of the active selection methods were less expensive than training upon all of the examples, l:!.ISB 
performs best in terms of compactness of the selected set of examples, and is more generally applicable. A 
simplification of our technique we call 'maximum error' performs nearly as well in most situations, although it is not 
as generally applicable. 

Keywords--Active exemplar selection, Chaotic time series, Active learning, Neural networks, Nonlinear 
regression, Querying, Mackey-Glass time series, Stepwise regression. 

INTRODUCTION 

Plutowski and White (1993), have developed a 
method of active selection of training exemplars for 
network learning. "Active" selection uses infonna
tion about the state of the network when choosing 
new exemplars. The approach uses the statistical 
sampling criterion integrlltl"ti l:quared bias (ISB) to 
derive a "greedy" selection method that picks the 
training example that maximizes the decrement in 
this measure. ISB is a special case of the more 
familiar integrated mean squared error in the case 
that noise variance is zero. Although our method was 
not developed for statistical regression on noisy data, 
many practical problems are essentially noiseless, 
such as data compression and dimensionality 
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reduction through identity maps [cf. De Mers and 
Cottrell (1993). See also Plutowski et al. (1994), 
where criteria are proposed for evaluating noisy 
training according to estimates of IMSE.] We refer to 
our method as ~ISB. The method automatically 
regulates network complexity by growing the net
work as necessary to fit the selected exemplars, and 
tenninatl"~ wh .. n the model fit3 thc cntin;; :icl uf 

available examples to the desired accuracy. Hence the 
method is a nonparametric regression technique. In 
this paper we explore the possible benefits of active 
exemplar selection by comparing the method with 
several other methods on a well known learning task, 
the Mackey-Glass time series prediction task. Note 
that this learning task generates noiseless examples, if 
the time series is properly embedded into example 
space; therefore, this type of learning task yields an 
appropriate application of the active exemplar 
selection methods we consider in this paper. We 
consider two versions of the Mackey-Glass time 
series, one with fractal dimension 2.1, the other with 
fractal dimension 3.5. The fonner has been com
monly used as a benchmark, which is why it is 
considered here. The latter has seen much less 
application in published accounts, but is a much 
more challenging learning task. We first compare 
~ISB with the method of training on all the 
examples. ~ISB consistently learns the time series 
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from a small subset of the available examples, finding 
solutions equivalent to solutions obtained using all of 
the examples. The networks obtained by l:!:.ISB 
consistently perform better on test data for single 
step prediction, and do at least as well at iterated 
prediction, but are trained at much lower computa
tional cost. We also consider another time series 
learning task, generated by the Rossler chaotic 
attractor. The resulting learning task is challenging 
because it requires a high dimensional input space, 
and also in that the Rossler time series exhibits 
intermittent behavior. 

Having demonstrated that this particular type of 
exemplar selection is worthwhile, we compare MSB 
with three other examplar selection methods which 
are easier to code and cost less to compute. We 
compare the total cost of training as well as the SIze of 
the exemplar sets selected. One of the three 
contending methods is an ad hoc method similar to 
the l:!:.ISB algorithm, and is also an active selection 
technique, as its calculation involves the network 
state. Among the four exemplar selection methods, 
we find that the two active selection methods provide 
the greatest computational savings and select the 
most concise training sets, although the ad hoc active 
selection method can fail where l:!:.ISB continues to 
work well. There was also evidence of improved 
generalization. Finally, an analysis of the number of 
exemplars selected when growing occurred showed 
that active selection tends to require a small number 
.of exemplars per weight. These results are interesting 
in light of recent theoretical results by Sollich (1994) 
that relate the optimal number of examples giving 
best generalization to the number of weights. 

2. THE METHOD 

We are provided with a set of N "candidate" 
examples of the form (Xi, g(Xi)). Given g, we can 
denote this as XN. Let f(-, w) denote the network 
function parameterized by weights w. For a particular 
subset of the examples denoted x!'. let Wn = wn(x!') 
minimize 

1 n 

- L (g(x;) - fix;, w))2 
n ;=1 

Let w· be the "best" set of weights, which minimizes 

! (g(x) - fix, wO))21J(dx), 

where J.L is the distribution over the inputs. Our 
objective is to select a subset x!' of xN such that 
n « N, while minimizing f(f(x, wn)

((x, w* ))2u(dx). Thus, we desire a subset representa-
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tive of the whole set. To this end, for a particular 
choice of n we choose x!' c x N giving weights Wn 
minimizing integrated squared bias (ISB): 

ISB(x") = ! (g(x) - fix, w.)21J(dx). (1) 

This is the usual mean squared error criterion, 
conditioned on a particular set of n examples. Given 
that finding such an x!' is computationally infeasible 
in general, we find an approximation to it by 
generating it incrementally. Given a candidate 
example xn+!. let xn+ l = (x!', Xn+l). Selecting Xl 
optimally with respect to (1) is straightforward 
(Plutowski & White, 1993). Simply select the single 
example for which the mean squared error is 
optimized. This can be optimized further depending 
upon the particular learning task (Plutowski & 
White, 1993). Because neural networks have a 
reliable tendency to fit a single example with a 
constant function, we may select the example x 
minimizing 

N 

L(g(x) - g(X/))2. 
;=1 

Given that the constant function learned from x will 
equal g(x), choosing g(Xi) closest to the mean value 
of the output variable over the entire training set 
delivers the desired result. 

Given x!' minimizing ISB(x!') , we opt to select 
Xn+l E xN maximizing ISB(x!')-ISB(xn+I). Note that 
using this property for Xn+l will not necessarily 
deliver the globally optimal solution. Nevertheless, 
this approach permits a computationally feasible and 
attractive method tor sequential selection or training 
examples. 

Choosing Xn+l to maximize this decrement directly 
is expensive. We use the following simple approxima
tion [see Plutowski and White (1993) for justifica
tion]: given x!', select 

Xn+1 E arg Il}axAISB(xn+dx"), 
.%".1 

N 

A ISB(xn+1 Ix") = AWHI' L V w.f(x;, wn)(g(x;) - fix;, wn)), 
1=1 

AW.+I' = (g(xn+d - f(Xn+l, wn),Vw/(Xn+h W.)' 

x [H(x", wnW I
, 
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n 

H(x", wn) = L 'iJ..j(x;, wn)'iJ..j(x;, Wn)' 
;=1 

In practice we approximate H appropriately for the 
task at hand. As described below in our experiments, 
it sufficed to "approximate" H with the identity 
matrix, as the !:l.JSB criterion was not sensitive to this 
substitution on the learning tasks studied here. 

To further clarify the intuition behind the 
criterion, suppose for simplicity that H is the 
identity matrix. Let ew(x) = (g(x) - J(x, w))2. 
Then, modulo constants that may be ignored for 
the purpose of comparing candidate examples with 
each other, 

IV 

~ISB(xn+dx") = 'iJ wew.(xn+.)' L 'iJ wew.(x;). 
;=1 

Although we arrive at this criterion by making use of 
approximations valid for large n, this criterion has an 
appealing interpretation apart from large sample 
considerations. Specifically, this method can be 
viewed as picking the single example having an 
individual error gradient most highly correlated with 
(i.e., points in approximately the same direction as) 
the average error gradient of the entire set of examples. 
Learning with this example is therefore likely to be 
especially informative, relative to other available 
examples. The !:l.JSB criterion thus possesses heuristic 
appeal in training sets of any size. As n becomes large, 
!:l.JSB approaches ISB(xn) - ISB(xn+I), providing 
further support for its use. 

3. THE ALGORITHM 

Before presenting the algorithm we first explain 
certain implementation details. We integrated the 
!:l.ISB criterion with a straightforward method for 
regulating network complexity. We begin with a 
small network, and with an initial training set 
composed of a single exemplar. Selecting xl 

optimally with respect to (1) is straightforward and 
can be optimized further depending upon the 
particular learning task (plutowski & White, 1993). 
The procedure regulates network complexity appro
priately as new exemplars are added by adding 
hidden units when the network fails to fit the current 
training set. When training stalls (by reaching a non
satisfactory minimum), we randomise network 
weights and restart training. We grow the network 
when it stalls five times without fitting the data, by 
auuing another unit to each hidden layer. For 
detecting stalls, see for instance the optimization 
code in Press et al. (1988), Chapter 10, Sections 10.1 
(bracketing a minimum), 10.3, 10.5 (line minimiza
tion), and 10.6 (conjugate gradient descent). Let el, 
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e2, f, J be positive real numbers. Intuitively, f will 
serve as the line search "precision", and J as the 
"flatness" parameter; el and e2 are two successive 
values of the network error before and after taking 
one step downhill in error space, respectively. Then, 
our algorithm detects a local minimum when the 
following condition is satisfied: 

2 
leI - ezl 

* </ led + lezl +f 

Note that this criterion detects when the relative 
deviation between successive values of network error 
from one descent step to the next becomes negligible, 
as measured by J(f limits the precision of this 
comparison, while also guarding against dividing by 
zero). Our c;xpc;rilll .. nt~ U:I.. ,,- 1 X 1 O~-P, and 
J= 1 x 10-6• 

Before we can select a new examplar, we require 
that the network fit the current training set 
"sufficiently well". Let en (.x"') measure the rmse 
(root mean squared error) network fit over m 
arbitary examples X'" when trained on x". Let 
Fn E 9l+ denote the rmse fit we require over the 
current set of n exemplars before selecting a new one. 
Let F N E 9l+ denote the rmse fit desired over all N 
exemplars. (Our goal is en(0) ~ FN') It typically 
suffices to set Fn = F N, that is, to train to a fit over the 
exemplars which is at least as stringent as the fit 
desired over the entire set (normalized for the number 
of exemplars.) However, active selection sometimes 
chooses a new exemplar "too close" to previously 
selected exemplars even when this is the case. This is 
easy to detect, and in this case we reject the new 
exemplar and continue with training. 

We use an "exemplar spacing" parameter d to 
rlptprt whpn a new exernpb.r is too close to Q. prc .... iou3 

selection. Two examples Xj and Xj are "close" in this 
sense if they are within Euclidean distance d, and if 
additionally Ig(xj)-g(xj)1 ~ FN . The additional con
dition allows the new exemplar to be accepted even 
when it is close to a previous selection in input space, 
provided it is sufficiently far away in the output space. 
In our experiments, the input and output space are of 
the same scale, so we set d = F N. When a new selection 
is too close to a current exemplar, we reject the new 
selection, reduce Fn by 20%, and continue training, 
resetting Fn = F N when a subsequent selection is 
appended to the current training set. While there 
are many alternatives at this point, this method has 
worked well in practice (plutowski & White, 1993). 

We now outline the algorithm: 

Initialize: 

• Specify user-set parameters: initial network size, 
the desired fit FN, the exemplar spacing parameter, 
and the maximum number of restarts. 
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• Select the first training set, xl = {xd . Set n = 1 and 
F,,=FN • Train the network on xl until e"(xl)~F,,. 

While (e,,(xH) > FN ) 

Select a new exemplar, X,,+I ExN , maximising 
6.ISB. 
H (X,,+I is "too close" to any x E x") 
( 

Reject x,,+ I 
Reduce F" by 20%. 

Else 
{ 

Append X,,+I to x" . 
Increment n. 
Set F"-F,,,. 

While (e,,(x") > F,,) 
[ 

Train the network on the current training set x", 
restarting and growing as necessary. 

Note that when a new observation is selected, it is 
possible that the optimum network fit using n + 1 
exemplars will be close (in weight space) to those that 
have already been fit using n exemplars. Therefore, a 
local (rather than global) search may suffice for the 
training steps. The algorithm given above acounts for 
this, continuing with the network trained upon the n 
previous exemplars when commencing training upon 
the new set of n exemplars, reinitializing the network 
automatically if this does not result in an adequate fit. 
One purpose of the experiments presented below is to 
verify empirically whether exemplar selection is 
;)cu;)iLivc Lu ::;ul,;h concessions to computational 
efficiency. 

4. THE PROBLEM 

4.1. Data Generation 

We considered four data sets. The first three are 

0 . 8 

200 .. 00 
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generated from the Mackey~lass equation (Mackey 
& Glass, 1977): 

x(t) - ax{t - r) bx{t) 
-l+x{t-r)lo 

(2} 

with a=0.2, and b=O.l. We integrated the equation 
using fourth order Runge-Kutta with step size 0.1. 
Runge-Kutta integration uses a history, correspond
ing to the starting values of x, which we initialized to 
0.5. We generated three data sets, the first two 
obtained by setting r= 17. We iterated the equation 
for 100 time steps before beginning sampling; this 
marks t = O. The next 1000 time steps comprise Data 
Set I. il1ll~trat~cf in FigllT'" 1. We generllted Data Set :2 

from the 2000 examples following t = 5000. The first 
1000 time steps of Data Set 2 are plotted in Figure 2, 
for comparison with Data Set 1. I 

Data Set 3 is obtained by setting r = 30, iterating 
the equation for 1000 time steps before sampling, and 
sampling the next 5100 values. This yields a much 
more irregular time series (cf. Figure 3.) Our 
approach to embedding Data Sets I and 2 was 
strongly influenced by previous literature (i.e., using 
delays of six time units, and setting the dimension
ality of the input space to 4). This allows our results 
to be compared with previous work, while making it 
easier for the reader familiar with this common 
benchmark learning task to quickly understand our 
results. We dispelled with this approach in learning 
Data Set 3, using the most effective methods currently 
available to determine the embedding. We used the 
techniques described in Kennel et al. (1992) with code 
provided by Kennel (1994). 

I Note that Data Set I was obtained by sampling after iterating the 
originating equation for 100 time steps. Although the method used 
to generate the time series seems to locate the attractor very 
quickly, it is possible that a later beginning time would be better to 
ensure that transients have been eliminated. It is possible that such 
transients may generate points off the attractor, potentially 
improving our ability to estimate the map with a network. 
However, as all the methods used this training set, all would 
benefit from this artifact. 

600 800 1000 

FIGURE 1. Data Set1. 
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FIGURE 2. First hall of Data Set 2. 

Data Set 4 is generated using the equations which 
define the "Rossler map", given by 

x(t) = -(y + z), (3) 

y(t) = x + 0.15y, 

z(t) = 0.2 + z(x - 10) . 

There are several ways to generate a time series from 
this map. Here, we collect data from z. We generated 
11,318 values, using Rowat et a1.'s (1994) dynamical 
system simulator. We used the last 6318 to construct 
examples. Using the techniques described in Kennel 
et a1. (1992) with code provided by Kennel (I 994). we 
selected an embedding of 25 inputs with a delay of 
five time units in between inputs. therefore, this set of 
6318 time series values generated 6193 examples. We 
used the first 3000 for training, and the last 3193 to 
validate the results. Figure 4 displays this data set. 
Figure 5 dicpbyc the fir3t 1000 valu .. " 011 ... :>U1 ... llCl 

scale to illustrate the structure (or lack thereof) in 
between successive peaks. 

1.4 

0.6 

0 . 4 

0 . 2 

4.2. Training 

We u£ed the UOUQ\ fccdfocwllrd nctwol'k iUI.;hiLc,"LUfC, 

comprised of fully connected layers whose unit 
outputs are given by squashing a weighted sum over 
their respective inputs [cf. Plutowski and White 
(1993)]. We used the usual squasher, a sigmoid 
taking values in the interval [0,1]. We used conjugate 
gradient optimization for all of the training runs. This 
uses a line search to automate step size adjustment. 
The line search routine typically required 5-7 passes 
through the data set for each downhill step. and was 
restricted to use no more than 10. 

For learning the first two data sets. the network is 
provided with four values sampled at t = 0, -6, -12, 
-18 and trained on a target value at t = 6 [cf. Lapedes 
and Farber (1987)]. We used two network configura
tions, one with a single hidden layer, the other with 
two hidden layers. Initially, the single hidden layer 
network has a single hidden unit, and the two hidden 
layer network has two units per hidden layer. A unit 
is added to each hidden layer when growing either 
architecture. All methods use the same growing 
procedure. ThUS, other exemplar selection techni
ques are implemented by modifying how the next 
training set is obtained at the beginning of the outer 

0~--------~2~0~0~--------~4~0~O~--------~6~0~O----------~8~0~0--------~1~00~-> 

FIGURE 3. First 1000 observations of Data Set 3. 

I 

I 
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Training Set Data 
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FIGURE 4. Data Set 4. Time series generated from the Rossler 
map. Top figure shows the first 3000 values of the time series 
(used for training), boHom figure shows the last 3193 values 
(used for testing). 

while loop. The method of using all the trammg 
examples essentially uses the inner while loop. 

In preliminary experiments we evaluated sensitiv
ity of 6.ISB to the calculation of H. We compared 
two ways of estimating H, in terms of the number of 
exemplaro oelccted o.nd thc toto.l CO:5t of tro.ining. The 

first approach uses the diagonal terms of H 
(Plutowski & White, 1993). The second approach 
replaces H with the identity matrix. We evaluated 10 

Training Set Data 
1 

8 

0.6 

0.4 

2 

A.J J 
200 400 600 800 1000 

FIGURE S. First 1000 values of Data Set 4, viewed on a smaller 
;,c:;ol<;. 
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separate runs, fitting 500 examples to a normalized 
root mean squared error (nrmse) of 0.044. This is 
equivalent to a root mean squared error of 0.01, and 
an mse of 0.0001, accounting for over 99.8% of the 
sample variance. [Nrmse is the square root of the 
quantity (average error divided by sample variance), 
rmse is the square root of the average error, and mse 
is the average error.] 6.ISB gave similar results for 
both approaches, in terms of total computation used, 
as well as in the number of exemplars selected. Since 
it appears sufficient for this learning task, we used the 
second approach for all of the comparisons. 

5. THE COMPARISONS 

We perfnnnf'rl ~ nllrnhf>r of ..... p ... ,.;rn .. nt~, e~ch 

comparing the 6.ISB algorithm with competing 
training methods. The competing methods include 
the conventional method of using all the exemplars, 
henceforth referred to as "the strawrnan", as well as 
four other contending data selection techniques. In 
each comparison we counted the total number of 
floating point operations as a portable measure of the 
total cost of training, counting each add, multiply, 
and divide used during training. It turns out to be 
sufficient to report only the number of multiplies, as 
the number of adds and divides was always 
proportional to this count. Henceforth, cost is 
always measured in millions of mUltiplies. 

For the first comparison we ran two sets of 
experiments. The first compares the total cost of the 
competing methods as the fit requirement is varied. 
The second compares the cost as the size of the 
"candidate" set (the set of available examples) is 
varied. To ensure that each method is achieving a 
comparable fit over novel data, we evaluated each 
network over a tect cet. The senero.lizo.tion tcata 0.130 

looked at the iterated prediction error (IPE) over the 
candidate set and test set (Lapedes & Farber, 1987). 
Here we start the network on the first example from 
the set, and feed the output back into the same 
network, shifting the previous inputs, until after a 
number of examples equal to the embedding 
dimensionality of the input space (here, four for 
Data Sets I and 2, five for Data Set 3, and 25 for 
Data Set 4) the network is "freewheeling upon its 
own estimates".)n this way, a network trained to 
predict in single steps of t time units can be used to 
obtain predictions in multiples of t time steps. 
Subsequent comparisons evaluate the final network 
sizes, IPE, generalization, and the size of the selected 
training sets. 

Throughout this paper, we refer to several 
measures of error. Mean squared error (mse) is 
simply the average error. Root mean squared error 
(rmse) is the square root of the average error. Taking 
the root of the mse puts the error measure on the 
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6. COMPARISONS ON DATA SET 1 

6.1. Vacyiug tilt: Del5lred FIt 

We trained to three tolerances: 0.088, 0.066, and 
0.044 nrmse (0.02, 0.015, and 0.01 rmse; 0.0004, 
0.000225, 0.0001 mse, and R2 of over 99.2%, 99.5% 
and 99.8%, respectively). We will continue to 
measure error in terms of nrmse unless otherwise 
specified. These tolerances correspond to rather tight 
fits. For networks trained to 0.044 tolerance, the 
difference between the network and desired output is 
barely discernible when plotted together. The 
candidate set for these experiments is comprised of 
the first 500 examples chosen from the Data Set 1. We 
used the second 500 examples as a test set to 
corroborate generalization (performance over novel 
data). At each tolerance, we ran five different training 
runs. 

6.2. Varying the Candidate Set Size 

Here we vary the number of available examples. We 
dc .. ivl:;u five ~i:llluiui:lle sels, comprised respectIvely or 
the first 500, 625, 750, 875, and 1000 examples of 
Data Set 1. We proceeded similarly to the compar
ison over varying tolerances, training five networks to 
a tolerance of 0.044 for each of the five different size 
candidate sets. We used Data Set 2 for the test set on 
all these runs. 

We ran this experiment on both network architec
tures. When using the single hidden layer architec
ture, each method required two hidden units for a fit 
of 0.088 and 0.066 nrmse (equivalent to an R2 of 
more than 99.2% and 99.5%, respectively) and from 
three to six (typically 4) hidden units for a fit of 0.044 
nrmse (equivalent to accounting for over 99.8% of 
the sample variance). For the two hidden layer 
architecture, each method required two units per 
hidden layer for a fit of 0.088 and 0.066 nrmse, and 
from three to four (typically three) units per hidden 
layer for a fit of 0.044 rmse. 

While both methods did quite well on the 
generalization tests. !:l.ISB clearly did hf"ttpr Wh~r~a~ 
the strawman networks do slightly worse on the test 
set than on the candidate set, networks trained by 
!:l.ISB tended to give test set fits close to the desired 
(training) fit. For instance, at the 0.044 training 
tolerance, networks trained on all the examples 
typically fit the test set to 0.048 nrmse (yielding 
R2 > 99.7%), whereas !:l.ISB typically gave a fit of 
0.044 over the test set. This indicates that the networks 
trained by !:l.ISB always learned the task at least as 
well as the strawman. This is partially due to the 
control flow of the algorithm, which often fits the 
candidate set better than necessary. (Fitting a concise 
set of selected exemplars to the desired tolerance often 
results in a candidate set fit that is better than desired, 
which can then give better test set performance.) 
However, we also observed networks trained by !:l.ISB 
that exhibited a test set fit better than the fit given by 
the same network over the candidate set. This 
occurred seven times over these 15 training runs, 
and never occurred over any of the strawman runs. 

Over~l1, nptwnr!<:<;: trained by alSO performed a.t 

least as well as the strawman with respect to IPE. 
Figure 6 shows the test set plotted along with the 
iterated prediction of a network trained by !:l.ISB to a 
fit of 0.088 nrmse, giving an IPE of 0.678 nrmse 
(0.153 rmse, 0.023 mse, and R2> 54.0%), which was 
the median IPE observed for this set of five runs. 
!:l.ISB required 12 exemplars to obtain this fit. (The 
strawman achieved a median IPE of 0.880 nrmse 
(R2 = 22.6%), which of ~ourse required training on all 
the exemplars.) Figure 7 shows the test set plotted 
along with the iterated prediction of a network 
trained by !:l.ISB to a fit of 0.044, giving an IPE of 
0.357 nrmse (0.081 rmse, 0.00656 mse, R2 = 87.2%), 
the median IPE observed for this set of five runs. This 
fit required 22 exemplars. (The strawman achieved a 
median IPE of 0.355 nrmse, equivalent to 
R2 =87.4%.) 

These effects suggested a closer analysis, which we 
perform in Section 8.3. At the least, they indicate that 
the networks trained on data selected by !:l.ISB 
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perfonned at least as well as the strawman, ensuring 
the validity of our cost comparisons. 

Figure 8 summarizes the cost for the two hidden 
layer architecture; the results for the single hidden 
layer architecture are similar. We plot the average 
total cost, in millions of multiplies, against the training 
tolerance for each method. Each point represents an 
average over five training runs. The error bar widths 
are twice the standard deviation. For the single hidden 
layer architecture, the strawman required 20 I, 483, 
and 4210 million multiplies for tolerances of 0.088, 
0.066, and 0.044, respectively, whereas 6.ISB required 
5,21, and 206 million multiplies, respectively. For the 
two hidden layer architecture, the strawman required 
109, 115, and 4740 million multiplies for the respective 
tolerances, whereas 6.ISB required 8, 28, and 219 
million multiplies, respectively. These results indicate 

how severely the strawman is penalized by a tighter 
tolerance requiring a larger network, relative to 6.ISB, 
for which the cost of each restart is reduced due to the 
smaller number of exemplars processed. However, it 
should be noted that overall, the cost of growing was 
about the same order of magnitude as training the 
final network; therefore, the strawman performs badly 
even when it is given a correctly sized network. 

7.2. Varying the Candidate Set Size 

Due to computer time constraints we perfonned this 
comparison using only the two hidden layer 
architecture. Preliminary runs, as well as the results 
reported in the previous section, indicate that the 
results will be similar for a single hidden layer 
architecture. 
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FIGURE 7. Ilerated prediction 0' a 2 hidden layer network Irained by ~ISB to 0.044 nrmse (0.0001 mse. giving R2> 99.8%). requiring 3 
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the dotted line is the iterated prediction in steps 0' 6. The IPE for this figure is 0.356 nrmse (> 87.3% R2). 
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FIGURE 8. Cost (millions 01 multiplies) versus Desired Fit (nrmse). DJSB and "Strawman". Height of error bars is twice the standard 
deviation. 

For candidate sets of size 500, 625, 750, and 875, 
each method typically required three to four units per 
hidden layer, typically three; t:,.]SB tended to select 
smaller networks. In particular, the strawman 
method had difficulty on the .candidate set of 1000 
examples, selecting networks with four to six units 
per hidden layer. In comparison, the t:,.]SB method 
selected networks with more than three units per 
hidden layer (but never more than four) only four 
times out of 2:'i. where:!s thf> c::trawman required m.ore 

than three units per hidden layer 10 out of the 25 
runs. (See Section 8.5 for closer analysis of network 
complexity.) This affected the cost dramatically, as 
can be seen in Figure 9. This suggests that the 
growing technique is more likely to fit the data with a 
smaller network when exemplar selection is used. 

Data Set 2 was used for the test set for these 
comparisons. Recall that Data Set 2 is sampled 
:5to.rtin5 from ,- 5000. OCUCI i:lliutliull It:~l~ · were 
excellent for both methods, although t:,.]SB was 
again better overall. Networks trained by t:,.]SB 
performed better on the test set than they did on 

25000 

20000 

15000 

500 625 

the candidate set nine times out of the 25 runs; this 
never occurred for the strawman. (See Section 8.3 for 
closer analysis of generalization results.) Figure 10 
shows the iterated prediction for a two hidden layer 
network trained to 0.044 nrmse on the candidate set 
with 500 examples, over the first 500 time steps of Data 
Set 2. This is the same network used to obtain Figure 
7, giving an IPE of 0.097 nrmse (0.022 rmse, 0.000484 
mse, 99.1 % R2) whereas the IPE over the second half 
of D:>.t:>. Set I wac 0.356 nrrnce (Jl2 - S7.3%). 

8. CONTENDING DATA SELECTION 
TECHNIQUES 

The results above clearly demonstrate that exemplar 
selection can cut the cost of training dramatically. In 
what follows we compare t:,.]SB with three other 
ways of selecting training exemplars. Each of these 
melhods Is easier La code and Cheaper to compute 
than t:,.]SB, and are considerably more challenging 
contenders than the strawman. In addition to 
comparing the overall training cost we will also 

Delta. ISS 

750 875 1000 
N 

FIGURE 9. Iterated prediction of a 2 hidden layer network trained by t;. 158 to 0.044 nrmse (0.01 rmse.O.OOOl mse. 99.8% R 2
). over first 

500 lime steps 01 Data Set 2. This is the same network used In Figure 7. The IPE for this figure is 0.097 nrmse (99.1 % R2). 
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FIGURE 10. Cost (millions 01 multiplies) versus candidate set size (UN") tor t>JSB and uSlrawman". Height 01 error bars is twice the 
standard deviation. 

evaluate their data compression ability by comparing 
the size of the exemplar sets each one selects. Since we 
do not know the optimal size of thp. cilltll ~pt "l!ch 
method should select, we proceed in the same manner 
as with 6.ISB, sequentially growing the training set as 
necessary, until the candidate set is fit as desired. 

Two of these contending techniques do not depend 
upon the state of the network, and are therefore not 
"Active Selection" methods. Random selection selects 
an example randomly from the candidate set, without 
replllCp.mp.nt .. 1Inn l!ppend~ it to the current exemplar 
set [cf. Meller (1993a, b), where random subsets of 
increasing size are used to make conjugate gradient 
more efficient on large redundant training sets, as well 
as Cottrell and Tsung (1993), where growing the 
training set improves the ability of a neural network 
to learn the task of adding two numbers]. Uniform 
grid exploits the time series representation of our data 
set to select training sets composed of exemplars 
evenly spaced at regular intervals in time. Note that 
uniform grid does not append a single exemplar to the 
training set, rather it may select an entirely new set of 
exemplars each time the training set is grown. Note 
further that this technique relies heavily upon the 
type of learning task here, that of predicting time 
series data, as it creates a grid over the time domain, 
not the input ~Pll C" . Th.. problem of selecting 
exemplars uniformly spaced in the higher dimen
sional input space would be much more difficult to 
compute as well as more problematic to implement in 
general (i.e., if examples are highly clustered in input 
space). (See also the Discussion section below, which 
discusses an alternative to uniform grid over input 
space.) The authors are not aware of any previous 
application of exemplar selection where the exem
plars are uniformly placed in a space different from 
the input space. However, some previous work (as 
well as additional references) selecting exemplars 
uniformly spaced in input space may be found in 
Fedorov (1972), Muller (1984), Myers et al. (1989), 

Khuri and Cornell (1987) and Box and Draper 
(1987). The third method, maximum error, is given by 

Maximum error is also an active selection technique, 
since it uses the network in selecting new exemplars. 
For a different implementation of a maximum error 
exemplar selection method, see Roebel (1993). 
Empirical result~ prnvinpd th .. r.. indic::..te that 
exemplar selection can make "batching" methods of 
gradient descent significantly more computationally 
efficient than stochastic approximation (i .e., the usual 
method of backpropagation training where weights 
are updated after presentation of each pattern). See 
also Munro (1992) for a somewhat related applica
tion to stochastic approximation, where the max
imum error criterion is used to regulate the order of 
Vi1LlCrn presentation. Note that the error between the 
network and the desired value is a component of the 
6.ISB criterion; 6.ISB need not select an exemplar for 
which network error is maximum, due to the presence 
of terms involving the gradient of the network 
function. In comparison, the maximum error method 
selects an exemplar maximizing network error, 
hmorin2 iradient infnnnlltion .. ntir .. ly. It i~ cheaper 
to compute, typically requiring an order of magni
tude fewer multiplies in overhead cost as compared to 
6.ISB. This comparison will test, at least for this 
particular learning task, whether the gradient 
information is worth the additional overhead it 
requires. 

8.1. Cumparlson with Random Selection 

Random selection fared the worst among the four 
contenders. However, it still performed better overall 
than the strawman method. This is probably because 
the cost due to growing is cheaper, since early on 
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FIGURE 11. Cost (millions 01 multiplies) versus Desired Fit, in rmse,lor tlISB and Random Selection. Height 01 error bars Is twice the 
standard deviation. Both methods used the same tolerances: the lines are offset slightly so that the error bars don't cover each other. 
Note: "cost" axis Is on a different scale than Figure 6. 

restarts are performed over small training sets. As the 
network fit becomes better, the likelihood of 
randomly selecting an informative exemplar de
creases, and random selection typically reaches a 
point where it adds exemplars in rapid succession, 
often doubling the size of the exemplar set in order to 
attain a slightly better fit. 

Figure 11 plot3 th .. ~v:H \;umpartson Of IJ.JSJ:J 

with random selection as the desired tolerance 
varies, for a network with two hidden layers. Note 
the large error bars on the random selection line, 
indicating that the cost of training in this way can 
vary wildly, depending upon how lucky random 
selection is in selecting a small exemplar set. This is 
indicated by Figure 12, which plots the correspond
ing numhf"r of exemplarc seleoted by CeLch m .. tl1vu. 

Recall that the candidate set contains 500 exam-

400 
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50 ' 

• 
0 . 02 

pies. Random selection tends to require a large 
portion of the examples, and the error bars indicate 
the wide variance in the number of exemplars 
selected., The number of exemplars selected by 
~[SB increases slightly in comparison. Note that 
the variance in the f).[SB method is so low that 
the error bars are not visible on this plot. Fi2ure 
13 shows the cost comparison between f).ISB and 
random selection as the size of the candidate set 
varies, with Figure 14 showing the corresponding 
numbers of exemplars selected. Random selection 
also performs worse than AISB on generalization 
tests. Over the total of 40 generalization tests (15 
for varying tolerance, 25 for varying candidate set 
size) only twice did it give a network that gave a 
fil on resr data better than its fit over the candidate 
set from which it was trained. 

Random 

ue~1:.a ~!::ia 
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FIGURE 12. Number 01 exemplars setected (n) versus Desired Fit (In rmse), for tlISB and Random Selection. Height of error bar's Is twice 
the standard deviation. 
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FIGURE 13. Cost (millions of multiplies) versus N (candidate set size), for t.ISB and Random Selection, for the 0.044 nrmse (0.01 rmse 
(0.001 mse, 99.8% R2) fit. Height 01 error bars is twice the standard deviation. Both methods used the same set sizes: the lines are offset 
slightly so that the error bars don't cover each other. 

8.2. Comparison with Uniform Grid and Maximum 
Error 

Uniform grid and maximum error are comparable 
with 6.ISB in cost as well as in the size of the selected 
exemplar sets. Overall, 6.ISB and ma.x:imum error 
performed about the same. with Ilnifnrm 8r;tlfini~hins 

respectably in third place. Maximum error was 
comparable to 6.ISB in generalization also, doing 
better on the test set than on the candidate set 10 
times out of 40, whereas 6.ISB did so a total of 16 
times. This occurred only three times out of 40 for 
uniform grid. 

Figure 15 shows that the cost of each of the 
three techniques increases as the desired fit is 
lighlened, although It seems that maximum error 

800 

600 

10 

200 

• • 
500 625 

does so more quickly. Figure 16 shows that uni
form grid requires more exemplars at all three 
tolerances, whereas 6.ISB and maximum error select 
about the same number, requiring about 15, 20, 
and 25 exemplars, respectively, for a desired fit 
of 0.088, 0.066 and 0.044. 

Fisure 17 ohoWG that the total co:st of II i:1illil1~ fur 

b.ISB, maximum error, and uniform grid is fairly 
comparable. Averaged over all 25 runs, uniform grid 
required 444 million mUltiplies, maximum error 
required 340 million multiplies, and 6.ISB required 
329 million multiplies. Uniform grid also suggests a 
trend upwards as the candidate set size increases, 
whereas maximum error and 6.ISB are relatively flat 
in comparison. Similar results were obtatined over 
the single hidden layer architecture. 

Random 
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N 

FIGURE 14. Number 01 exemplars selected (n) versus candidate set size (N) lor t.lSB and Random Selection, using 0.044 nrmse (0.01 
rmse, 0.0001 mse, 99.8% R2) as the desired fit. 
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FIGURE 15. Cost (millions of multiplies) versus Desired Fit (in rmse), for CllSB , Uniform Grid, and Maximum Error. Height of error bars is 
twice the standard deviation. All methods used the same tolerances: the lines are offset slightly to separate the error bars. 

Figure 18 shows that uniform grid typically 
requires about twice as many exemplars as the other 
two. Maximum error and t::J.ISB selected about the 
same number of exemplars. Note that the number of 
exemplars selected by the two active selection 
methods is relatively flat as the number of candidate 
examples increases, typically selecting about 25 
examplars, plus or mInus two. Tables I ana 2 

summarize the results for the above experiments, 
averaging the results over all runs. 

8.3. Improved Generalization 

There is some evidence that active selection can give 
improved generalization. We examined the ratio of 
test set error to training set error for the runs just 
described above. The active selection methods 

50 
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20 

Delta :ISB 

0.02 

consistently gave test set performance as good as 
and often better than the training set performance. 
Table 3 tabulates the results. The fact that the ratio is 
less than 1.0 for the active selection methods is less 
important than the fact that the generalisation of these 
methods is better than that of the other contenders. 

8.4. Comparison with Maximum Error on a Harder 
Problem 

In the results above, maximum error and t::J.ISB were 
fairly comparable. In order to distinguish between 
their capabilities, we applied these two selection 
methods to a more difficult time series prediction 
task, using the same Mackey-Glass equation as 
before, but with 7=30. The purpose of this exercise 
was to push both techniques until one failed. 

Uniform 

0 . 015 0 . 01 
Fit 

FIGURE 16. Number of exemplars selected (n) versus Desired Fit, for /l/SB, Uniform Grid, and Maximum Error. Height of error bars is 
twice the standard deviation. All methods used the same tolerances: the lines are offset slightly to separate the error bars. 
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FIGURE 17. Cost (millions of multiplies) versus N (candidate set size), for t.ISB, Uniform Grid, and Maximum Error. Height of error bars 
Is twice the standard deviation. All methods used the same tolerance (0.0001 mse,O.01 rmse, 0.044 nrmse, 99.8"1. R2) and set sizes: the 
linc~ orc off.Qct AIIghtl} tv ~C"'CII dh: lht: error bars. 
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FIGURE 18. Number of exemplars selected (n) versus candidate set size (N) for t./SB, Uniform Grid, and Maximum Error. All methods 
used the same tolerance (0.0001 mse, 0.01 rmse, 0.044 nrmse, 99.8% R') and set sizes: the lines are offset slightly to separate the error 
bars. For each N, t./SB and Maximum Error tend to select 25 exemplars, plus or minus 2. 

TABLE 1 
Comparison of Costs in Floating Point Multiplies. Results are 
Averages over 25 runs with a two Hidden Layer Network with 

four Inputs and one Output. Numbers In parentheses are 
Standard Deviations. Similar results were Obtained for a one 

Hidden Layer Network 

Metnod 

~ISB 
Max. error 
Uniform grid 
Random selection 
No selection 

Cost comparison 

Multiplies 

329.2 X 106 (128.5 X 106) 

340.2 X 106 (210.0 X 106) 

444.0 X 106 (202.1 x 106 ) 

612.6 X 106 (285.8 X 106 ) 

9391.6 X 106 (5366 X 106) 

TABLE 2 
Comparison 01 Number of Exemplars Selected. Results are 

Averaged over 50 Runs, Selecting Exemplars from Sets of 500, 
625,750,875, and 100 Examples.I1JSB, Max. Error, and Uniform 

Grid Selected Roughly the Same Number Regardless of how 
many Were Available, whereas Random Selection Selected 
Roughly the same Percentage of the Available Exemplars 

Method 

~ISB 
Max. error 
Uniform grid 
Random selection 

Number 01 EAt:lIllJlcu::i 

Number Portion 
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TABLE 3 
Comparison of Generalization Results on Data Set 2 for 

Networks Trained on Data Set 1. Results are Averages over 50 
Runs for ~SB, Max. Error, and Uniform Grid, 45 Runs for 

Random Selection, and 25 Runs for No S"I""lInn "R"lio" givoc 
the Ratio of Test Error to Training Error. The Number In 

Parentheses is the Standard Deviation. The Training Error In 
each case Was 0.04425 nrmse (0.01 rmse) The Test Set was 500 
Examples Starting from 5000 Time Steps beyond the Beginning 

of the Training Set 

Method 

61::'16 
Max. error 
Uniform grid 
No selection 
Random selection 

Generalization 

Ratio 

We used techniques from nonlinear dynamical 
systems analysis to embed OMlI ~pt J into "-n ex"-mple 
space, using the minimum mutal information method 
to determine the lag (delay between inputs) and the 
method of false nearest neighbors to determine the 
embedding dimension (number of inputs) (Kennel et 
al., 1992; Abarbanel et aI., 1993). We embedded the 
time series into a five dimensional input space, each 
input lagged by seven time steps. This gave a set of 
"i()t;S .. xamples. We tra.ined On the fh:.l 4000 t;xamples 
of Data Set 3, and tested on the following 1065 
examples. We trained the networks to perform single 
step prediction (SSP), with the goal of predicting a 
value seven steps ahead. Based on the results from the 
experiments on Data Sets 1 and 2, a two hidden layer 
network was used, initially having three units per 
hidden layer. We combined training with the same 

l ~<l' -ilt:ed. 

l . 4 . 
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straightforward method of determining network 
complexity as before, growing the network when it 
could not fit the selected exemplars. This time, a 
"ingl .. unit W"-I: ,,-dded to the fir"t hiddcu h1yt;r, until it 
reached a maximum of six hidden units, at which time 
successive growing resulted in a single unit added to 
the second hidden layer. As before, after training in 
feedforward mode, we can then turn the network into 
a recurrent network by iterating its prediction, using 
its predictions as input to itself. Figures 19-22 show 
the iterated prediction of a network trained by active 
t;xt;mplar selection to a fit of within 0.05 nrmse 
(R2 =99.75%). This network required 91 exemplars 
out of the 4000 available. 

Maximum error performed poorly here, selecting 
exemplars that were (apparently) difficult to fit, 
selecting large networks. Over a set of 3 runs, 
maximum error required about 10 extra hidden 
units, on average, resulting in a total cost that was 
over five time" "What 6.ISlJ rt;qulre<1, on average. AISB 
required an average of 97 exemplars out of the 4000 
available, whereas maximum error selected 118 
exemplars, on average, over the runs for which it 
converged (it failed to converge on two runs). In order 
to be able to obtain comparable results we relaxed the 
tolerance to a desired fit of 0.06 nrmse (R2 > 99.6%). 
In this case, maximum error again performed well in all 
caregories, requmng 66 exemplars on average. From 
this we may surmise that maximum error will work 
well when the tolerance is sufficiently loose, but can be 
less reliable when tight tolerances are required. This is 
because it (apparently) can expend excessive resources 
focussing on fine detail, whereas tl.ISB scales the error 
for a particular exemplar by its usefulness, in a 
particular sense, by using a measure of how sensitive 

li'~ed _ cl:;i on 

3 CHI 4 0::10 500 
e-:> 

FIG URE 19. The rtcmUed Pl"iilc icUOfi oJ B, Iyplc.a l networlt tr~rnlld to 0.05 nrmse (single step predH:!lon errQr) equi'Va.letll to ii':COUfl([l1g fo'r 
mot!} .tha.n 9!1.75"1. ot the ~,3 mple v riallO'e. H ilre Ihe lief!! ted jl.m d'follon. Is 0'" e r Ihi! trajning .se,1. The solid, smooth Ii!'! e iii th e targel lime 
s,(lti £!S, t.h ~ more J~.gged. b roj(en tinp i!! \he nelwotlc ou !'put ll·ll t a "I!oCI II t slep.5 'D,r lime unrts, 
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the network function is to the presence of the exemplar 
in the training set. Note also that maximum error may 
select an exemplar that is representative of a small 
number of examples (because it looks for an exemplar 
maximizing error over the set of candidates, which 
can, in pathological cases, be representative of a single 
ex:! mpll"), wh"re~ .ll..ISB i& decisned to 3clcct cxcmplo:u;) 

representative of a large number of the available 
examples (because the criterion averages over the 
entire set). 

8.5. Number of Exemplars and Network Complexity 

Recent theoretical results suggest a close relationship 

between the size of a network and the number of 
exemplars is required for good generalization (Baum 
& Haussler, 1989; Sollich, 1994). If our method of 
selecting exemplars is "efficient", then the ratio of 
exemplars to number of weights should be low. Table 
4 gives the results of looking at the relationship 
ucLWCCIl Lhe number oC exemplars and network 
complexity for the experiments involving all four 
exemplar selection methods (trained on Data Set 1 
and tested on Data Set 2). Table 5 gives the results for 
the experiments applying 6./SB and maximum error 
to Data Set 3. These numbers give the ratio of the 
number of exemplars to the number of weights when 
the network was forced to grow, indicating how 

Iterated Prediction 

0 . 6 

0.4 

0 .2 

0~----------4~1~0~0~--------~4~2~0~0----------4~3~0~0~--------7474~0~0----------4~50~-> 

FIGURE 21. The iterated PredictiDn given by a typical network trained by Ll/SB to 0.05 nrmse single step prediction error (equivalent to 

accounting for more than 99.75% 01 the sample variance), starting at the beginning of the test set. The solid, smooth line is the target 
time series, the more jagged, broken line is the network output iterated at steps of 7 times units. 
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many exemplars can be selected before the network 
becomes "saturated", unable to fit the selected 
exemplars. This indicates how infonnative the 
exemplars are. This ratio tended to 1.0 for active 
selection, whereas uniform grid and random selection 
required more exemplars per weight. 

9. INTERMITTENT TIME SERIES LEARNING 
TASK 

The Mackey-Glass time series, even at dimension 3.5, 
is relatively smooth. In this section, we explore the 
ability of our technique to learn a quite different 

TADLC 4 

Average Number of Exemplars per Weight when Growing 
Occurred, Averaged over the Runs Involving Data Sets 1 and 2. 

Here, p Gives the Number of Network Weights at Time of 
Growing, and n gives the Number of Exemplars. The Number in 
Parentheses is the Standard Deviation of the Ratio. The Values 

for p = 7 and p = 13 are from the Experiments with the Single 
Hidden Layer Network, and the Values for p = 19 are from the 

Experiments with the Two Hidden Layer Network 

Exemplars per Weight 

Method p nIp 

~/SB 7 0.89 (0.16) 
13 1.18 (0.12) 

Max. error 7 0.84 (0.06) 
13 1.13 (0.14) 

Uniform grid 7 1.07 (0.10) 
13 2.01 (0.27) 

Random ;'clc.;;tion 7 1.39 (0.86) 
13 2.97 (2.78) 

~/SB 19 0.97 (0.12) 
Max. error 19 0.9? (0.08) 
Uniform grid 19 1.17 (0.16) 
Random selection 19 2.06 (1.46) 

TABLE 5 
Average Number of Exemplars per Weight when Growing 
Occurred, Averaged over five Runs with Data Set 3, when 

Trained to a Desired Fit of 0.06 nrmse. Here, p Gives the Number 
of Network Weights at Time of Growing, and n Gives the Number 

of Exemplars. The Number in Parentheses is the Standard 
Deviation of the Ratio 

Exemplars per Weight 

Method p nIp 

~/SB 34 1.03 (0.09) 
43 1.27 (0.05) 
52 1.04 (0.05) 

Avg 1.11 (0.12) 

Max. error 34 1.16 (0.06) 
43 1.24 (0.12) 
52 1.26 (0.11) 

Avg 1.19 (0.12) 

chaotic time series, the Rossler attractor.2 For 
convenience, we reprise the equations here: 

x(t) = -(y + z) : 

j,(,) - x + 0.15)" 

z(t) = 0.2 + z(x - 10). 

We take the data from z. As is evident in Figures 4 
and 5, this time series is characterized by intennittent 
spikes and high variance. Over the first 3000 values of 
the training set, the average, minimum and maximum 
v:>.lues of :: were 0.949, 0.0002, <un1 32.37, n::spt:~

tively, with a standard deviation of 3.66 (clearly a 
skewed distribution). Over the test data, the average, 
minimum, and maximum values were 0.898, 0.0081, 

2 We thank one of the anonymous referees for this suggestion. 
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TABLE 6 
Summary of Results for the Rossler Attractor Runs. "DNC" = Did Not Converge. Note that the Strawman Run was Performed with a 
Fixed Number of Hidden Units Known to be Sufficient for the Task. The Overhead for Uniform Grid is Non-zero, but is in the fifth Decimal 

Place. " This amount is included in Overall Cost 

Summary of Rossler runs 

Strawman 
Random selection 

Uniform grid 

Max. error 

~/SB 

Run 

1 
1 
2 
1 
2 

2 
3 

Cost(Biliions) 

14.4 
12.8 
4.0 

25.8 
153.0 

Z.J 

and 35.16, respectively, with a sample variance of 
13.30 (giving a slandard devialion of 3.(0). 

We trained the networks to achieve a fit of 0.35 
rmse (mse 0.1225, nrmse 0.092). This is equivalent to 
accounting for over 99.1 % of the sample variance. 
We used networks with two hidden layers, starting 
them off with two hidden units per layer, and growing 
by adding one hidden unit per layer after 10 starts 
without achieving the desired tolerance. 

To explore the perrormance or various exemplar 
selection methods on this data, we trained several 
networks with each of the methods described above. 
The results are shown in Table 6. For this problem, 
we were more interested in the comparison among the 
selection methods, and only performed one run using 
all of the examples. We used the median final size of 
the networks from the selection methods experiments 
for this batch method. Thus it did not incur the cost 

of growing, and any cost comparisons where it 
requires fewer computations are thus invalid. 

In all runs, with the parameter settings as above, 
all of the methods converged except maximum error, 
which converged twice and did not converge twice. 
This behavior is similar to the case in Section 8.4, and 
again suggests that maximum error is an unstable 
technique at tight error tolerances for some learning 
tasks. 

As in previous experiments, random selection 
required the largest number of exemplars, while 
uniform grid required many fewer. However, again, 
the active selection methods required the fewest 
number, less than 100 in all cases. Again, this result 
must be tempered by the observation that maximum 
t:llUI uiu uul \;uuverge lwke. 

In terms of computational cost, the active selection 
methods again were more efficient than any other 
method on average. In the one case where random 
selection did as well, it selected over 20 times as many 
exemplars. Of note here is the extreme difference in 

Overhead Cost" No. Exemplars No. Hiddens 

3000 8 
5.6 847 6 
1.8 2072 8 
0.0 274 6 
0.0 268 8 
0 .04 99 (\ 

0.03 53 8 

0.15 94 6 
0.15 61 8 
0.15 86 10 

the two uniform grid runs. Since both runs select the 
same exemplans cadI Lime, Lhh is a mt:aSUle uf lbe 

sensitivity of our conjugate gradient algorithm to this 
task. That is, uniform grid is probably performing a 
much larger number of restarts in the second run. 
This suggests that uniformly spaced examples are a 
particulary bad way to sample an intermittently 
spiking data set. 

In terms of selection overhead, uniform grid and 
maximum error are the clear wmners. ThIS result 
must be tempered, however, by three considerations: 
(1) the huge overall cost of uniform grid; (2) the fact 
that maximum error did not always converge; and (3) 
that we included the check for nearby examples in the 
random selection method, which was expensive to 
compute given the larger size of the exemplar sets. 

All methods selected roughly the same number of 
hidden units. However, presumably due to their 

particularly difficult exemplar sets, the active selec
tion methods selected eight on average, while uniform 
grid and random selection selected an average of 
seven. 

In terms of generalization, all nets trained to the 
specified tolerance performed similarly. All nets 
achieved a single step prediction performance of at 
least 97% RZ. A typical test set run is shown in Figure 
23. The test set is shown on the top, while the 
network predictions are shown on the bottom. The 
scale is set so that the reader can see the high- and 
low-level structure simultaneously. This particular 
network was trained by !lISB on 86 exemplars. This 
network achieved a test set single step prediction 
error of 98.3% R2 (0.231 mse, 0.481 rmse, 0.1317 
IUIuse). Nule lhaL lht: Ut:lwUlk. shuws au t:x\;t:lleul 

ability to predict the timing of the spikes, while being 
less accurate on their magnitude. 

Thus, on this quite different task, the active 
selection methods reliably selected compact exem
plar sets while incurring less computational cost than 
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FIGURE 2~ Tnt' fiOIiPo .howoe th. toot oct dato.O",UUIII t1wun: 

shows the single step prediction (SSP) 01 a network trained on 
the previous 3000 values 01 the series. This network is able to 
predict when spikes will occur, but is less accurate at predicting 
the magnitude 01 the spikes. 

the non-active methods. Between the two active 
selection methods, A/SB displayed reliable conver
gence compared to maximum error. They also 
differed Qualitativply in tenns: of the order of the 
selected exemplars, in that maximum error immedi
ately selects exemplars with the maximum output 
values. These same exemplars were chosen much later 
by A/SB. 

10. DISCUSSION 

There is currently considerable interest in practical 
sampling criteria for nonlinear regression on large 
data sets. In this paper, we have empirically explored 
stepwise active selection techniques applied to several 
tasks. Active selection involves the use of an 
estimator that already fits a selected subset of the 
data to choose the next datum. Thus the estimator 
participates in its own training. We compared two of 
these techniques, one theoretically derived, and 
another simply intuitively reasonable, with other 
intuitively reasonable (and non-active) selection 
techniques. 

In this discussion we would like to stress several 
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themes. First, we contend that active selection of 
training exemplars can greatly reduce the computa
tional cost of nonlinear regression in function 
approxima.tion. We henc :.livwn here empirically on 
several time series prediction tasks that this is indeed 
the case. Both of the active selection techniques use 
considerably less computation when applied to 
identical datasets as methods employing all of the 
exemplars, randomly selected ones, and uniformly 
spaced ones. 

Second, these active selection techniQues consis
tently choose concise, informative subsets of the data. 
These subsets are concise in that they are at least an 
order of magnitude smaller than non-actively selected 
data. They are informative in that a network trained 
upon these exemplars will fit the data and generalize 
as well or better than networks trained in much larger 
samples. In one experiment, in fact, we showed that 
these techniques, when coupled with an appropriate 
growing scheme, oclcct "li5htly OVC1 vuc cAcmplar per 
weight. 

Third, these empirical results corroborate recent 
theoretical results. The most pertinent results concern 
the benefit of active querying versus random 
sampling, and can be found in McCaffrey and 
Gallant (1994) and Sollich (1994). The results in 
McCaffrey and Gallant (1994) evaluate how the 
e"timaiiou CliVI uc~rcases with the addItIOn or each 
additional example. Convergence rates are provided 
for single hidden layer feedforward networks, applied 
to learning smooth functions. They demonstrate that 
in this case, when trained upon random examples, the 
estimation error approaches Op(n- I / 2) , where p is the 
number of learned parameters, and n the number of 
training examples. Sollich obtains similar results 
(although from a different perspective. USiDi~ Ba~e
sian analysis rather than sampling theory3) corrobor
ating this algebraic decrease in the estimation error 
for randomly selected examples (Sollich, 1994). 
Sollich's work also demonstrates that judicious 
selection of examples can result in a decrease in 
estimation error exponential in the number of 
exemplars. Moreover, the improvement in general
iza.tion due tv yucIyiug depends greatly upon the 
ratio of exemplars to the number of weights, 
increasing dramatically as this ratio rises from 0 to 
I, peaking shortly thereafter, and then slowly 
decreasing as the ratio increased. This gives some 
indication of the conciseness of exemplar sets selected 
in the experiments in this paper, which resulted in a 

) In this Bayesian analysis. prior knowledge of the learning task is 
required to determine the prior distribution of the target functions. 
This allows analysis of the benefit of a particular set of exemplars. 
as the formulation allows one to formally state the probability of 
being provided with a particular set of exemplars. 
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ratio of exemplars to weights of just over 1.0 for 
many of the comparisons performed here. 

Fourth, the l:l.ISB technique consistently con
V!;l!;;!;::' UU 411 uf UUI U'1l'1:>!;l::., 4 pruperLy nUL enjuyed 

by maximum error. However, if a less tight fit to the 
data is desired, maximum error is computationally 
attractive with respect to l:l.ISB. This suggests that it 
may be useful to initialize an exemplar set with the 
maximum error technique trained to a looser 
tolerance than desired, followed by fine tuning with 
l:l.ISB. 

These positive results should be tempered by 
several considerations. First, our technique was 
derived for clean data. While many practical tasks 
fit within this domain, many real-world tasks involve 
noise. In many cases, this noise can be filtered from 
the data. In cases where this is difficult, our technique 
will require modification before it can be applied. 
Initial exploration of growing and pruning the data 
:5c;t (I'lutow:5ki, 1994) (11!; pI Vlui::.iu!;;. uul U!;!;U fUIlhel 

development. Also along this line, recent results on 
cross validation (plutowski et al.. 1994) show that it 
may be used as an estimate of IMSE, which is a 
generalization of our criteria to include noise. 

Second, this empirical demonstration clearly 
cannot be used to justify our algorithm in all 
noiseless tasks. Current work (Constandse & Cot
trell, 199J) is aimed at Verifying the usefulness ot tIDS 
algorithm for image compression. Also, while this 
paper explores various techniques that use conjugate 
gradient, in our current work we are also comparing 
it to stochastic approximation. Conjugate gradient 
has been shown to be inefficient when compared to 
stochastic approximation on large redundant training 
sets (Moller, 1993a). One of the attractive features of 
our approach is that active selection can be used to 
filter this redundancy. The question we are exploring 
is whether this will lead to superior performance of 
redundant training sets over stochastic approxima
tion. 

Third, we should not leave the impression that the 
subsets selected are the minimal ones. Theoretical 
work is necessary to put lower bounds on this. For 
practical reasons, however, It is sometimes preferable 
to grow larger training sets than necessary. This issue 
is explored in Plutowski and White (1993), where it 
was discovered that letting the training set grow 
slightly larger than the minimal size attainable can 
result in a large computational saving. This is because 
minimal training sets are obtained by training to a 
very tight error tolerance. This can be extremely 
r.nc;:tly. ltnn rl"dtlc .. ~ th.. computational s:avins", 

provided by exemplar selection. The lessons learned 
from the results of Plutowski and White (1993), are 
incorporated in the algorithm provided here, which 
relaxes the training tolerance over the training set, 
tightening it only when necessary. 

M. Plutowski, G. Cottrell and H. White 

Fourth, we certainly did not exhaust the list of 
possible non-active techniques in our comparison. 
Uniform grid, for example, is appealing in this 
comeXl for its total coverage of the example space, 
while being computationally frugal for this learning 
task. However, it is not distributed over the input 
space, but rather over time. A uniform grid over 
input space would be inefficient for a task such as 
this, where it is likely that the examples are supported 
by a region of input space with effective dimension
ality lower than that of the input space. For example. 
to obtain a resolution of m grid lines per coordinate 
axis, with d coordinate axes, requires on the order of 
md mUltiplies to locate the md exemplars closest to the 
grid points. This basic method would need to be 
modified to account for duplicate nearest neighbors 
or for empty grid points. This procedure would then 
be repeated as necessary, adaptively adjusting the 
resolution in order to obtain a training set of a 
p'1ni~ul'1r siLeo 

An appealing alternative to the uniform distribu
tion was offered by one of the reviewers. This method 
would select exemplars by clustering over the input 
space. We expect that this clustering method would 
be better. in general, than a grid laid down over the 
input space, as it would distribute the selected 
exemplars according to an estimate of the input 
dlstnbutlOn. However, as It could be more expensive 
to compute, empirical experiments are warranted to 
compare such a clustering method with the uniform 
grid. 

Several remarks concerning extensions and gen
eralizations of l:l.ISB are in order. First, as we have 
pointed out previously, this technique is generally 
applicable to any nonlinear parametric estimator that 
is twice differentiable. Also. in this paper. we chose to 
add a single example at each step to clarify the 
comparisons, and to explore the size of the training 
sets chosen by each method. All of the exemplar 
selection methods used here could be extended to 
select more than one exemplar at a time. For 
example, rather than selecting the exemplar maximiz
ing l:l.ISB, one could use the l:l.ISB criterion as a 
weighting critenon. It can also be used to evaluate 
sets of exemplars, or, to select exemplars that 
maximize the criterion within a local region. 

We have already discussed the idea of extending 
this to noisy data. Here we can select sets of 
examples, and use cross validation to eliminate 
outliers from the set. Initial results are promising 
(Plutowski, 1994, 1995). 

Here we have applied .l!!.ISB to problema that 

require a relatively small estimator. For problems like 
image compression, where the network size is much 
larger, the overhead of exemplar selection may grow 
unwieldy. For such tasks we are exploring the use of a 
judicious combination of random sampling of subsets 
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of exemplars with active selection by selecting 
examples from a randomly selected subset (Con
standse & Cottrell, 1995). 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

Our results clearly demonstrate that exemplar 
selection can dramatically lower the cost of training. 
For this particular learning task, active selection 
methods were much more efficient than two 
contending exemplar selection techniques which no 
not utilize the network state. There was also evidence 
of improved generalization. 

6../SB and maximum error consistently selected 
concise sets of exemplars, with overhead associated 
with exemplar selection being a small percentage of 
total training cost. Maximum error is attractive even 
though we have not justified it analytically, as it 
performs about as well as 6../SB on most of the 
problem3 we; hie;u, while:: being easier to code and 
cheaper to compute. When maximum error and 6../SB 
were challenged by a more difficult problem involving 
training to a tight tolerance on irregular time series 
data, maximum error selected larger networks, more 
exemplars, and sometimes did not converge, hence 
requiring more in total cost. This suggests that an 
example with maximal error may not necessarily be the 
most informative. Intuititively, 6../SB is more generally 
applicable to least squared error learning than is 
maximum error, as maximum error is susceptible to 
selecting exemplars representative of a small portion of 
the entire set, whereas 6../SB is designed to select 
exemplars representative of the entire set. For instance, 
maximum error is not appropriate in general when the 
input distribution is nonuniform. 

Analvsis of the ratio of E'YE'mplars to the number of 

weights showed a close relation between network 
complexity and the number of examplars required, 
corroborating recent theoretical results of Sollich 
(1994). 

Our technique was derived for noiseless data. 
Many important tasks are noiseless, such as data 
compression, dimensionality reduction, learning 
finitE' d~te automata from cXQmple3, o.nd dc;lc;lI11illi:.

tic time series prediction. However, our results may 
have limited appeal for practitioners dealing with 
small or noisy data sets. We have suggested that our 
technique may be extended to noisy data, and have 
commenced exploring that possibility. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

the gradient (i.e., column vector of 
partial derivatives) with respect to 
w (here, network weights) 

the set of positive real numbers 
time derivative of x, equal to dxfdt 
vector transpose 

a probability measure over input 
space 

Lebesgue integral 
much less than 
subset of 

argmaxxf(x) the set of x maximizing function! 


